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Abstract

In reactor materials, the point defects are produced by energetic neutron
inadiation. Not only does significant recombination of vacancies and
interstitials occur, but also defects of like type form clusters under cascade
irradiation conditions. The fact that primary vacancy clusters (PVCs) and
primary interstitial clusters (PICs) have different thermal stabilities or lifetimes
at elevated temperatures contributes to asymmeftic defect accumulation in the
medium. Consideration of this biased supply of free defect fluxes leads to the
concept of production bias by Woo and Singh. On the basis of production bias
theory, conservation equations of primary defect clusters in cascade regions are
formulated. The dose dependence of the cluster concentations and the void
swelling has been calculated using numerical methods. It is found that the
densities of PVCs and PICs and defect contents in the clusters initially increase
rapidly with the dose, quickly reaching a quasi-steady state in which a dynamic
equilibrium is maintained between creation by cascades and annihilation by
different annealing processes. The maintenance of the equilibrium is attributed
to the thermal evaporation of PVCs and the removal of PICs mainly by
dislocation sweeping, glide of PICs and absoqption of evaporated vacancies.
The calculated results are consistent with previous studies and can be used to
explain the observed high swelling behaviour at elevated temperatures.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Origin of The Problem

The study of irradiation-induced void swelling in reactor materials

began immediately following the discovery of this phenomenon in stainless

steel in the middle of the sixties tll. For the last three decades, the

phenomenon of void swelling has been a subject of extensive theoretical and

experimental investigation l2-l1l because, apart from academic interest, it is

also critical to the safe and economical operation of nuclear reactors. During

the operation of a nuclear reactor, energetic particles, particularly fast neutrons

are generated, which interact with and displace the atoms of the reactor

components creating point defects--vacancies and interstitials, and their clusters.

The diffusion and subsequent annihilation of these vacancies and interstitials

at the existing microstrucfure of a metal or alloy cause new features such as

voids and dislocation loops to appear and grow. These processes often



generate changes in the mechanical properties and the macroscopic dimensions

of reactor materials, and in exûeme cases, may seriously affect the efficient

operation ofa reactor, unless the processes are controlled or affected alloy parts

replaced.

Microstructural evolution in inadiated materials has traditionally been

analyzed using a chemical reaction rate theory in which the generation rate of

the point defects is estimated by the NRT displacement model (Norgetr

Robinson-Torrens) [12]. It is implicitly assumed that during irradiation: (a)

interstitials and vacancies are produced in the form of Frenkel pairs

continuously in time and uniformly in space, and these defects are available

for the interaction with existing sinks in the medium such as dislocations, voids

and grain boundaries. (b) the preferential attraction of self-interstitial atoms

(SIAs) to existing dislocations (dislocation bias) is the only factor in creating

a segregation between the vacancies and SIAs, and hence the accumulation of

the irradiation damage.

This conventional rate theory can be successfully applied in the cases

where the irradiation damage is created in the form of single-displacements

(e.g. in 1 Mev electron and low energy light ion irradiations). However, as

noted by several authors, it does not provide suffìcient information to fully

understand the irradiation damage process when displacement cascades are

present (e.g. in fission and fusion neutron and high energy heavy ion

imadiations). In such cases, the interactions of projectile particles with the



atoms in the material arc much morc complicated and the in'adiation damage

takes place in the form of multi-displacements tfig. i.ll.

!.2 Nature of Cascade Damage

It is important to understand the process of cascade collision to correctly

replesent the physics of material property change due to cascade iruadiation.

Let us use a simplified model [13] to qualitatively describe what happens

during a cascade collision. The model is based on the following assumptions.

'F Atoms in collision behave like hard spheres.

x All collisions ale elastic and no energy is dissipated in electron

excitation.

* The cascade proceeds as a sedes of two-body collisions.

* Those collisions are independent of each other and any spatial

coruelations implied by the periodicity of the crystal structure can be ignored.

* In a collision, after a recoil atom with energy E interacts with the

lattice, the atom emerges with E, and generates a new recoil with Er. It is

assumed that no enelgy passes to the lattice and

E:Er+Ez

x A stationary atom which receives less than a critical energy Eo is not

displaced. similarly if an incident atom emerges from collision with E1 ( E¿,

it does not contribute further to the cascade. These statements form the

definition of the threshold displacement energy Ed. For simplicity we shall
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take the probability of displacement to be zero below Eu, rising sharply to

lwhen E is equal to or greater than Eo.

1.2.1 Primary Knock-on Event And Single-displacement

Interaction between irradiation and solid can be conveniently divided

into two steps: the first is the interaction of the incident particle of energy E

with the stationary nucleus of a lattice atom. If the particle possesses sufficient

energy (normally it does), the atom can be displaced from its original site by

acquiring a celtain recoil energy from the incident particle. The atom is

described as the primary knock-on atom (PKA). In the second step, the mobile

PKA recoils and is capable of displacing additional lattice atoms known as

secondary and highel generation knock-on atoms. Eventually the PKA stops

when its recoil energy is less than the threshold displacement energy E.r. The

entire process is defined as the primary knock-on event. The most important

feature of the púmary knock-on event is the energy transfer to the pKA. The

PKA has an energy spectrum varying from zero to a certain maximum value

depending on the energy and nature of the incident particle and of the lattice

atom. In the elastic collision approximation, for instance, according to the laws

of conservation of energy and momentum, the energy transfer to the pKA is

defined as



(1.1)

wherc Eu is the energy of the incident particle, M, and M, are the masses of

the incident particle and of the lattice atom, respectively, and 0 is the angle

between the paths of incident particle and of recoil atom. The maximum

possible energy is transferred at the moment of a head-on collision (e : 1800).

The interaction of irradiation with atoms is generally considercd from the

viewpoint of the scattering particle. The closs-sections of interaction are

known fiom nuclear physics and can be taken from available sources.

If the PKA's recoil energy E is small (e.g. < 30 eV), only single-

displacement takes place. It yields a single interstitial-vacancy pair, or Frenkel

pair. A good impression about the dynamics of such a displacement event is

obtained from dynamic computer simulation studies where the motion of the

atoms in a small crystal is calculated after one of the atoms has rcceived an

energetic recoil lr4,r5l. In a single-displacement event, the damage

accumulation in reactor materials has been successfully described on the basis

of the NRT model.

L.2.2 Displacement Cascade

In most of the cases relevant for reactor materials, i.e. under fast fission

and fusion irradiation with MeV neutrons, high recoil energies in the keV range

g= lMrMrE'o- s1n2 (o/2)
(Mt*¡4.¡ '



are transferrcd to PKAs, and the energetic PKAs can therefore further displace

additional atoms during their slowing down in the lattice, resulting in the

generation of secondary knock-on atoms and so on. The rcsult is a

displacement cascade whose formation mechanism has been studied by

computer simulation using the binary collision approximation [16-18] and in

more detail by molecular dynamics calculations [19-22].

The sequence of cascade events can be characterized as follows: the

first step is a local explosion within a few tenths of a picosecond where the

kinetic energy of the PKA is rapidly distributed over a large number of lattice

atoms in close proximity. A number of atoms is transported directly or via

displacement sequences from the centre of the primary knock-on event to the

periphery, forming interstitial atoms. Their previous sites become vacant.

After a number of displacements, the enelgy of the colliding atoms would have

dissipated so much that they are no longer able to transfer enough energy to

displace their neighbours. Thus, these displacement events cease, resulting in

a vacancy-rich core surrounded by a halo of interstitials (fig. 1.2). Atoms

which are still in this disordered cascade region arc in a highly agitated state,

and this region can be visualized as a highly superheated and compressed melt.

Atoms in the centre of the cascade region have energies far in excess of 1 eV

(i.e. an equivalent temperature of iOa K). The excess kinetic energy in this

superheated melt is then dissipated quickly into the suruounding matrix through

heat conduction and the crpation and propagation of phonons, in a period
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from a few tenths of a picosecond to several picoseconds which is called the

the cooling-down phase. As this superfast quenching takes place, the melt

recrystallizes from the periphery to the centre. A net number of vacant

latticesites conesponding to the net number of atoms ejected into the

sumounding crystalline matrix then condense into one or more vacancy clusters

in the centre of the cascade. Concurrently the ejected atoms agglomerate and

form interstitial clusters in the peripheral region of cascades. At the same time,

extensive atomic reaffangement leads to defect annihilation by recombination

of vacancies and interstitials. After several picoseconds the cascade has

retumed to ambient temperature. Of particular interest to us are the interstitial

clusters formed at the periphery of the cascades.

Fol very energetic PKAs, with the primary recoil energy above about

15 to 20 KeV, the cascades tend to split up into subcascades which themselves

contain a very high local vacancy and interstitial densities. The reason for the

appe¿ìrance of subcascades is the increased distance travelled by a very

energetic PKA between the generation of two energetic secondary recoil atoms.

If this distance is larger than the dimensions of the subcascades produced by

the secondary recoil atoms, the subcascades can then be regarded as separate

units. The splitting up into subcascades can be observed experimentally in

self-ion irradiated gold [23] with a gold projectile of energy Eo. Under the

transmission electron microscope one would recognize that, up to i00 keV Au

ion inadiation, more than half of the cascades in Au are split up into two or



morc and up to 200 keV into four or more subcascades. The characteristics of

the subcascades presumably resemble those of individual cascades described

above.

If the ambient temperature is sufficiently high for thermal mobility,

point defects and sometimes small defect clusters will be released from cascade

regions into the surrounding matrix. Defect clustels formed in cascades will

subsequently grow or shrink by absorption of point defects of like or opposite

type and by thermal emmision of point defects. Because of the randomness of

these events, the sizes of individual clustels will undergo significant

fluctuations over time.

An important factol characterizing the structule of radiation damage is

the cascade volume which may be defined as the volume containing all the

colliding atoms. An analytical theory of the energy deposition in an

amorphous solid [24] predicts the average volume in which the recoil energy

is dissipated to be roughly proportional to 82. Experimentally the size of

displacement cascades produced by energetic copper ions in an ordered CurAu

alloy could indirectly be observed. The technique uses the superlattice

reflection to image the local regions of disorder in an electron microscope.

The experimentally measured d, which is the average linear dimensions of

these disordered regions, as a function of the recoil energy E is in good

agreement with the theoretical predictions. As a typical value one finds that

a PKA of 50 keV produces a cascade of about 7 nm diameter [251.

10



Recent studies [26,27] have shown that, under cascade damage

conditions, vacancies and interstitials aÍe produced in a localized, and

segregated fashion, and can be immobilized in the form of primary vacancy

clusters (PVCs) and primaly interstitial clusters (PICs). These are due to the

high defect concentrations in the cascade region during the cooling down phase

of the cascade core. The effects of the production of PVCs in the cascade

region was first considered in a rate theory treatment of void swelling by

Bullough, Eyre and Krishan [28]. subsequently, Heald and speight L29l and

Foreman and Makin [30] also calculated the effect of PVCs in void swelling,

and found that consideration of PVCs in the cascade region did not cause much

change in the magnitude of swelling. The dislocation bias was still considered

to be the sole driving force for void swelling and growth. only recently, the

evidence of clustering of interstitials has been accumulating. Experimental

results obtained by diffuse X-ray scattering have suggested the spontaneous

formation of interstitial clusters in the cascade volume L3r,3zl. using a

diffusion-based methodology, woo, singh and Heinish have shown that a

significant fraction of interstitials produced in a cascade may be immobilized

in the form of clusters [33]. Molecular dynamics (MD) investigations also give

evidence of clustering of interstitials produced in the cascade region during the

cooling-down phase of the cascade U9,341.

1t
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Recently, Woo and Singh [26] considered the effects of both PVCs and

PICs in the rate theory treatment of inadiation damage under cascade damage

conditions. They have shown that at elevated temperatures vacancies would

evaporate from vacancy clusters and most of them would escape into the

medium. The interstitial clusters, on the other hand, are thermally more stable

due to their higher binding energy and thus remain immobilized in the form of

clusters until they ale removed by interacting with growing loops and climbing

dislocation segments or annihilated by the excess vacancies. This asymmetric

effective point defect supply at high temperatures between vacancies and

interstitials results in a large increase in the vacancy accumulation in voids.

From the consideration of segregated production of pvCs and pICs and the

difference of their thermal stabilities or lifetimes, the concept of production

bias has been proposed and developed by woo and singh to supplement the

conventional rate theory. In the conventional rate theory, the homogeneous

generation of vacancies, and interstitials during irradiation and the assumption

of the dislocation bias as the only driving force for void swelling is inconsistant

with many experimental explanations, particularly when the large intracascade

recombination is taken into account [35]. This concept was first tested in the

study of void swelling by woo and Singh 126,271, Singh, 'woo 
and Foreman

[36], and dislocation climb and interstitial loop growth by woo and Semenov

[37] in the steady state. The results are in good accord with the available

experimental measurements [38]. More recent applications to irradiation cr-eep
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and growth [35,39-42] also rcsult in the successful explanation of a number of

complicated phenomena which have been inexplicable thus far.

In addition, it is worthwhile to note that the defect clusters do not only

act as sources of point defects, but also as sinks of point defects. Effectively,

they reduce the average number of defect jumps between creation and

annihilation which, in turn, reduce their contljbution to the damage

accumulation in the matrix. At low temperature, defect clusters are

predominantly sinks and at high tempelature they can be predominantly sources

by emitting point defects, particularly the PVCs. The difference between PVCs

and PICs in the capacity as point-defect sources depends on the temperature

1431.

L.4 Aim of The Study

1) The study of damage accumulation facilitates the test of the new

concept of production bias resulting from an asymmetrical generation of

primary defect clusters and their different lifetimes at elevated temperatures.

Production bias has recently been incorporated by woo et al [26-27,35-M] into

the traditional rate theory to investigate the microstructural evolution under

cascade damage conditions. In order to give a sound explanation to the

experimentally observed high void swelling rate at elevated temperature range,

the mechanism of creation and annihilation of both PVCs and PICs, which

contribute mostly to the void swelling, has to be investigated. On the other
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hand, coffect prediction of theoretical model helps in the design and analysis

of reactors and experiments.

2) The study of damage accumulation assists the verification of the

solution to the problem of cluster evolution and void swelling under cascade

conditions. The problem can theoretically be tackled using the Fokker-Planck

method [43,44), and if the loop number density is known, it can also be

considered using the chemical reaction kinetic theory. It is desirable to

supplement the Fokker'-Planck method by a simpler rate theory based method

of analysis.

3) The study of damage accumulation helps the fundamental

understanding of the nature of cascade damage and the cascade collapse to

form defect clusters 1,451. Cascades can not be directly observed

experimentally owing to the spatial and temporal limits of resolution of

experimental techniques such as electron microscopy and field-ion microscopy.

Typically, cascades have dimensions of nanometres and lifetimes of

picoseconds. Therefore indirect observation is usually based on imaging defect

accumulations that arise from the cascades; for example, void swelling. The

modelling of the void swelling from the collapse of displacement cascades and

the comparison of calculated results with experimental observation is one of the

effective methods of checking theoretical cascade models [46].

4) The study of damage accumulation increases our understanding of

microstructural evolution and macroscopic property change (dimensional,

1,4



physical, electrical and mechanical) of reactor materials due to irradiation. In

engineering applications, the microstructural data and the understanding provide

the knowledge needed to select or develop more radiation-resistant, high-

performance materials in fast fission reactors and future fusion reactors.

5) The accumulation of point defect clusters is one of the main causes

of inadiation-induced embrittlement due to hardening. The study of the time

evolution of the poinldefect clusters is useful in understanding this important

cause of irradiation-induced degradation of nucleal materials.
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CHAPTER 2

DYNAMICS

CLUSTERS

OF PRTMARY DEFECT

2.1 Effective Point Defect Generation Rate

During the past decade, transmission electron microscope (TEM)

investigations of inadiated materials have demonstrated that the accumulation

of defects (i.e. interstitials and vacancies) under cascade damage conditions

does not occur homogeneously in space, as it is commonly perceived. The

common perception has its origin in the assumption that even under cascade

damage conditions, the defects are produced uniformly in space and time and

in the form of single Frenkel pairs. with this assumptions and the use of

mean-field approach, chemical reaction rate equations are used to calculate the

rate of defect accumulation. u/ithin this framework, the problem of

localization and segregation of defects cannot be understood. The evidence,

therefore, that the accumulation of both interstitials and vacancies occurs in a
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segregated fashion, would strongly suggest that the conventional rate theory

approach may not be adequate for treating the problem of defect accumulation

under cascade damage conditions. During cascade damage, the energetic

primary knock-on atom distlibutes the damage energy (PKA energy minus the

cumulative inelastic losses) through a quick succession of generation of

secondary knock-on atoms and replacement collisions in a few tenths of a

picosecond within a small region of the crystal. The highly disordered state,

and the density of kinetic energy (exceeding significantly that of molten

material at the melting temperature) in the central region of the cascade,

suggests that this region at the end of the collisional phase, is best described

as a highly superheated melt under compression. The fact that displacement

collisions eject atoms in the central core of cascade into the sunounding crystal

results in a vacancy-rich core in the cascade sunounded by a halo of net

interstitials. Portions of the ejected atoms with enough kinetic energies also

escapes from the cascade region and enters into the matrix as freely migrating

defects. During the cooling-down phase, defect configurations rearrange. This

includes recombination between opposite types of defects as well as clustering

of like defects. Vacancy clusters form predominately in the central region,

whereas interstitial clusters form mainly in the periphery of the cascade.

According to this mechanism of defect production, Woo and Singh have

proposed that to model cascade damage effects, initial cascade damage

displacement must include at least three portions: (a) those which annihilate by
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the recombination of opposite types, (b) those which cluster with like type and

then evaporate from clusters at elevated temperatures and (c) those which

escape the cascade region as freely migrating defects (including small mobile

clusters) and annihilate in the sinks or recombine with the opposite type defects

after long range migration. It is very clear that this enhanced rate theory not

only considers defect recombination and diffusion in the medium as

conventional theory does, but also sorts out a portion which engages in the

formation of defect clusters among all point defects produced in cascade

irradiation, and also considers the effects of the continuously produced clustels

which act as both sinks and sources of the mobile point defects.

Therefore, the total atomic displacement rate K (dpa/s), calculated with

the NRT model ll2f, can be divided into three portions according their final

status under cascade inadiation conditions:

K: crK+ \K+ p,K

K: crK+ \K+ p"K

(2.r)

(2.2)

Each atomic displacement can be thought of producing a nascent

Frenkel pair. In the first terms of equations (2.1) and (2.2), cr is the fraction

of displacements which anneal through recombination. As mentioned in the

chapter of the introduction the concentration of nascent point defects in the

cascade region is high, and there is a high possibility for an interstitial to fall
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into a vacancy and become a normal atom in the crystal lattice. Obviously, the

annealed portion of the displacement damage does not contribute to irradiation

damage effects such as void swelling or creep. Previous work [27] has shown

that the amount of recombination accounts for a substantial portion (-90o/o) of

the initial displacements owing to high nascent point-defect concentration in the

cascade volume.

In the second terms, I,(j:i,v) is the fraction of point defects which

cluster. The clusters formed provide new sinks in addition to the conventional

ones - dislocations, voids, grain boundaries and surfaces. clusters grow by

acquisition of fieely migrating defects of the same type, and shrink by the

absolption of the opposite type of defects. \(i:i,v) that denotes the amount of

clustering has a special importance in the evolution of microstructure under

cascade conditions. It is also a key factol in cascade processes, which the

traditional rate theory model does not describe accurately.

F.¡fi:i,v) is the fraction of point defects which escape the cascade region

and annihilate at various sinks or recombine with defects of the opposite type

after long range migration. This portion of point defects actually includes

small mobile defect clusters such as di-, tri- and tetra-point defect clusters since

these small clusters are of comparable migrating energy with single point

defects. Since vacancies and interstitials are produced in equal numbers and

the subsequent mutual recombination of produced point defects in the cooling-

down phase of cascade core annihilates the same amount of vacancies and
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interstitials, (À,K+p,K) is the same as (À"K+p"K) from equations (2.1) and

(2.2). However, the interstitial clustering fraction I,K is not likely to be the

same as the vacancy clustering fraction À,K because of the different formation

and binding energies of interstitials and vacancies. Also, there might be more

or fewer interstitials in an interstitial cluster than vacancies in a vacancy

cluster, or there might be morc or fewer interstitial clusters formed than

vacancy clusters formed. As will be explained later, some vacancies will

evaporate from vacancy clusters at elevated temperatures and escape from the

cascade area. These vacancies participate in the irradiation damage process

through interactions with the sinks. On the other hand, interstitials are stable

in their clusters owing to the high thermal stability until a much higher'

temperature. It is important to note that it has not been previously realized that

it is not the displacement rate K, but rather p"K and some of À"K which

contribute to the accumulation of vacancies in voids and make significant void

swelling possible at the peak swelling temperature range.

Because the mutual recombination at cascade core accounts for a very

large proportion of the initial displacements, it is necessary to define an

effective point-defect production rate which bears a correct relationship with

the microstructural evolution of the material. 'woo 
and singh [26] defined an

ffictive point defect generation rate G by

G:(1 -ü)K
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It is clear that G is the generation rate of all the point defects that are available

to contribute to the rate of defect accumulation in the matrix during cascade

damage conditions. Let

e, : À/(l-cr); j:i,v (2.4)

then the rate at which point defects are immobilized in clusters is given by

\K : e,G; j:i,v (2.s)

and the production rate of the mobile defects capable of undergoing long-range

migration is thus

qK: (l-e,)G; j:i,v (2.6)

It should be emphasized that at the peak swelling temperature, the

supersaturation of vacancies which is the main driving force for void swelling

arises from two sources: (a) vacancies evaporating from the vacancy cluster at

the cascade core and (b) freely migrating vacancies. Furthermore, an analysis

of the existing evidence clearly suggests that the former causes a far greater

imbalance (bias) of the flux of free vacancies to sinks, than the latter.
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2.2 Derivation of The Equations Governing Primary Defect

Clusters and Void Swelling

In this thesis, the kinetics of iradiation induced point defects is

analysed using chemical reaction rate equations. The equations for the steady

state interstitial and vacancy concentrations C, and Cu, respectively, can be

written by using equations (2.1) and (2.2);

( I -e,)G- [k"2+( 1 +p)ku2]D,C,-cx,C,Cu:0

(1-e")G -[(k"2+kd2)DuC, - K"]-cx,,CiCu:0

(2.7)

(2.8)

The first terms in equations (2.7) and (2.8) represent the effective production

rates of freely migrating point defects in the medium. The second terms

rcprcsent the annihilation rates of produced point defects at different sinks

(such as voids, network dislocations, interstitial loops and vacancy or interstitial

clusters). The third tems represent the rate of annihilation due to mutual

recombination of freely migrating vacancies and interstitials which escape the

cascade volume.

In the present case under fast reactor conditions (K-10-6 dpa/s and

300oc<T<700"c) [42] for the 316 stainless steel, it is a good assumption ro

neglect the effect of recombination crC,C,. The steady state void swelling rate

dS/dt has successfully been derived from equarions (2.7) and (2.8) by Woo,
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Singh and semenov 126,371under two opposite considerations: (a) from the

rate of vacancy accumulation in voids; (b) from the net interstitial flux to the

interstitial loops and network dislocations. These two approaches produce the

same result as below, which clearly demonstrates the consistency of the present

approach.

#=#(er-e;) G+p(t-er) x?;xfie -Kc (2.9a)
kz (k2*pk|)

with S,=o:(4ær'..03/3)N" (2.eb)

where G is the effective point defect generation rate in equation (2.3), p is the

dislocation bias which represents the effect of preferential absorption of free

interstitials (compared to vacancies) by dislocations, ei is the intracascade

interstitial clustering fraction, e" is the intracascade vacancy clustering fraction, €u'

is related with e" and will be defined later. k2 is called the sink strength and is

a measure of the total ability of a sink-type to absorb point defects. Here k"2 is

the sink strength of the voids. The subscript c refers to cavities in general

including voids. The symbol for voids is used to avoid confusion with vacancies.

k2 is the total sink strength for vacancies, K" is the vacancy emission rate from

voids, \ is the number of voids per unit volume.

In equation (2.9b) r"o is the initial average radius of voids. In the

calculation, r.o is reasonably set at 15x10-r0 meter. Actually, our computed results
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are not significantly affected within the range of r"o:(10 to 30)x10-10 metres.

To include the effect of production of PICs and PVCs on steady-state

swelling, the conservation equations for the primary defect clusters had been

derived by Woo and Semenov 1371. Accordingly, the atomic concentratioils N¡",

Nu" of PICs, PVCs and total defect contents Q,, Q" in the PICs and PVCs at any

time t are given in the form of first order nonlinear differential equations,

g+ =:tc.-o ( tÍ) M¡. - M¡e

dt frio ri ,d1

dQ¡ -^ ., ?, r roVr"n,
?F -.i"- *r -

Liri

ÀI. n.' 'rc"'t

N,Jn
d

"çv

12.10a¡

(2.lla)

(2 .1"2a)

(2.73a)

rl

+=**-o(ti) + +
dQ, -- ^ 2t roVr.frn

-
dt u u-sL vl v

with initial conditions:

N,"(t:0):0

Q'(t:0):0

N""(t:0):0

Q"(r:0):0

(2.10b)

(2.rtb)

(2.t2b)

(2.t3b)
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wherc the first terms on the righrhand side of equations (2.10a) and (2J2a) arc

the generation rates of PICs and PVCs directly by cascades. In reality, there is

a distribution of cluster sizes, but for simplicity it is assumed here that they are

all of the same average size. The second terms are the loss rates of PICs and

PVCs due to shrinkage caused by an unbalanced absorption of freely migrating

vacancies or interstitials. The third terms represent the loss rates of PICs and

PVCs due to absorption by dislocations. In equations (2.1|a) and (2.13a) the first

tetms are the generation rates of intelstitial contents and vacancy contents in theil'

respective clusters directly by cascades. The second and third terms have similar'

meaning to the corresponding terms in equations (2.10a) and (2.12a). n¡o (i:i,v)

is the defect content of a PIC or PVC on crcation, n, (:i,v) is the mean point

defect contents of a PIC or PVC. t' (:i,v) is the lifetime of a PIC or PVC

between its creation and annihilation due to shrinkage caused by an unbalanced

absorption of freely migrating vacancies or interstitials. Throughout this thesis all

concentrations or densities are atomic fractions and the production rates arc

numbers of defects per atom per second. To ensure that the lifetimes r,' and Tu'

in the equations (2.r0a) and (2.12a) are positive and physically meaningful , woo

and Semenov [37] have also used the step function,

0(t'): (t'(0)
(t¡'>o) (2.r4)

The mean point defect content n¡ (:i,v) and void swelling S in the equation (2.9a)

{0,
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can be further expressed as,

n¡:nbr,2ld) (i:i,v)

S:(4rEr"3/3)N"

t 
" 
î) -t = 

*" 
( J, o-,t uo 

+ ;r f,.¡

1tu)-t:(p*+p,,)Wii (i:i,v)

(2.rs)

(2.16)

in which b is the Burger's vector for dislocation loops, r, (:i,v) is the mean

radius of the PICs or PVCs, f) is the atomic volume, r; is the average radius of

voids. In the equations (2.r0a) to (2.13a), r,u (:i,v) is rhe combined lifetime of

the primary clusters between their creation and absorption at dislocations.

Lifetimes t,' and T,u are related with the flux of free interstitials and vacancies as

following,

(rf ) -' =- &(,t ro-,t,0+,tfl¡ (2.17)

(2.18)

(2.re)

where W¡ is the reaction constant between dislocation line segments and PICs or

PVCs in which the difference between W, and Wu can be neglected [43], p* md

P¡ il'e the total network dislocation density and total interstitial loop line density,

respectively. Jr (:i,v) is the steady-state flux of free interstitials or vacancies



which amive on a dislocation line segment of unit length, and Jn" (:i,v) is the

vacancy emission strength of the PICs or PVCs. J¡o and J¡"" can be expressed as,

J,o:ZG (t +þX 1 - er y G'?c¿)

J,o:ZG(I-e"')/(k2c¿)

J¡"":ZDuCi""/Ç)

J""":ZDuC,,""/C)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

in which the vacancy diffusion coefficient is given by D,:D"oexp[-E,,"YkT] t481.

D"o is the vacancy diffusivity pre-exponential, Eu"' is the vacancy migration

energy. In equation s (2.20) to (2.23) Z is the dislocation bias factor for vacancies.

C.¡"" is the equilibrium concentration of vacancies in the neighbourhood of an

interstitial or vacancy cluster. þ will be defined later. k2 is the total sink strength

for the capture of vacancies which is equal to the sum of sink strengths of voids

and all dislocations,

k':k"'+ka' (2.24)

where koz includes the contribution from various dislocation types,

ko':k^'*k,,2+kr"2+ku.2
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In equations (2.2a) and (2.25), k"t, k*', k;¡2, ki"t and ku"2 are the sink strengths for

vacancies of the voids, network dislocations, interstitial loops, interstitial clusters

and vacancy clusters respectively; N., N¡¡, Ni", Nu. are conesponding densities and

1., l';¡, r¡g, rvc are conesponding average radii. The various sink strengths can also

be expressed in terms of the densities and sizes of the respective sinks in the

material as follows,

The derivation of the expressions for the above sink strengths can be found

in Brailsford and Bullough's work [49]. In equations (2.20) md (2.21), Woo and

Semenov have defined,

k.2:4rcr;Nr/C)

k*':Zp*

k;t2:2nt,N¡Z/e-

k,.^2:27cr,"N,"ZC)

ku"2:2firu"N 
""Zlç) 

.

þ:pk"2/1k2+pko2)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.3r)

Eu':Êu - KYG (2.32)

in which K" is the rate of thermal vacancy emission from all the sinks which can
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emit vacancies. Therefore e"' includes the effect of

vacancies in various sinks,

thermal instability of

K":K"+K*+K,,+K,"+Ku" (2.33)

In equation (2.33), K", K¡, K¡¡, K¡", Ku" al'e the vacancy emission strcngths,

contributed from voids, network dislocations, interstitial loops, interstitial clusters

and vacancy clusters respectively. Normally, vacancy emission strength K can be

related with sink strength k2 in terms of vacancy diffusion coefficients and the

thermaldynamic equilibrium vacancy concentrations in the immediate

neighbourhood of the sink [45],

K.:k"'Duc""

KN:krq2DuC¡,{"

K,,:k,,2DuC,,"

K,":k,"2DuC,""

K"":ku"zDuCu""

(2.34)

(2.3s)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

where C"", C¡", C;¡", C¡"", Cu"" are the equilibrium concentrations of vacancies in the

neighbourhood of voids, network dislocations, interstitial loops, interstitial clusters

and vacancy clusters respectively, and these concentrations are related with the

various activation energies as below,
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C"":Co"exp [ (2t¿lr"-P")C2lkT]

C¡¡":Co":e¡p I-E"t(kT)l

C,,":Ç0":e¡çp t-E"7(kT)l

C,.":Co"exp [-¡E/ (kT)]

Cu"":Co"exp[aEl(kT)]

(2.3e)

(2.40)

(2.4r)

(2.42)

(2.43)

where y is the surface free energy, E'î is the vacancy formation energy, aE is the

average loop-line energy, k is Boltzman's constant and T is the absolute

temperature. Since network dislocations and interstitial loops both have the

dislocation character of their perimeters, it is assumed that they have the same

preference for interstitials. The effect of gas prcssulc P- in voids is neglected in

the calculation due to the unknown concentration of gas atoms and the complex

interaction between vacancies and various gas atoms in voids. From this

approximation, we expect a lower concentration of voids and smaller void

swelling in our calculation than it should be because gas atoms serve as nucleating

agents for cavities and resist the shrinkage of voids, in particular, at high

temperatures and fusion environment where the production rate of gas atoms such

as helium in the medium increases dramatically.

The steady-state problem has been solved previouly and found to describe

the temperature dependence of both steady-state void swellingt3Tl and irradiation

growth [39] very well. The time-dependent problem has not been solved as

mentioned in the introduction. This is the purpose of the present thesis.
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CHAPTER 3

I{UMERICAL SCHEME

3.I. Introduction

The vast majority of mathematical formulations describing physical

processes cannot be solved analytically. The only way to obtain a description of

the behaviour of a solution is to approximate the problem in such a way that

numerical representation of the solution can be produced. The process of

obtaining a numerical solution is then reduced to a series of arithmetic operations

and such a process is called a numericat method [50].

The most important mathematical model for physical phenomena is the

differential equation. Motion of objects, fluid, and heat flow, bending and

cracking of materials, vibrations, chemical reactions, and nuclear reactions are all

modeled by differential equations. A differential equation is an equation involving

one or more dependent variables, their derivatives (possibly of higher order) and
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one or more independent variables. A differential equation with one independent

variable is called an ordinary differential equation (ODE). A differential

equation with more than one independent variable is called a partial differential

equation (PDE). The order of a differential equation is the highest order of any

of the derivatives in the equation.

The present problem, involving the evolution of defect clusters and void

swelling, is represented by a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

Since it has to be solved by numerical means, a brief description of the principle

of solving ODEs with numerical method will be introduced next. In fact, as the

computer technology develops rapidly, numerical methods or numerical analysis

are becoming increasingly important in scientific and engineering applications.

Much literature about numerical methods is available for detail reference.

3.2 Numerical Methods for ODEs.

The five equations (2.9) to (2.I3) in chapter two are typical coupled first

order ordinary differential equations with the general form [51],

dy,(x)/dx : f,(x, yr, ..., yn), i: 1, ..., n (3.1)

and initial conditions

Yi(a):Yi.o,
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where the functions { on the righrhand side are given, x is the independent

variable and the yi,' are given initial conditions.

A problem involving ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is not

completely specified by its equations. Even more crucial in determining how to

attack the problem numerically is the naturc of the problem's boundary conditions.

In general they can be satisfied at discrete specified points, but do not hold

between those points, i.e. are not preserved automatically by the differential

equations. Boundary conditions can be as simple as requiring that certain

variables have certain numerical values, or as complicated as a set of nonlinear

algebraic equations among the variables.

Usually, it is the nature of the boundary conditions that detemine which

numerical methods will be feasible. Boundary conditions are divided into two

broad categories.

x In initial value problems, all the yi are given at some starting value x,,

and it is desired to find the y, at some final point x¡¡ ol'at some discrete list of

points.

x In two-point boundary value problems, on the other hand, boundary

conditions are specified at more than one x. Typically, some of the conditions

will be specified at x, and the reminder at xr.

In the present study an initial value problem of five equations with righr

hand side functions f given at beginning time x:0 has been derived.

The underlying principle of any routine for solving the initial value
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problem involves approximating the infinitesimal dy's and dx's in (3.1) by finite

differences Åy and Ax, and multiplying the equations by Ax. This gives algebraic

folmulas for the change in the functions when the independent variable x is

"stepped" by one "stepsize" Ax. In the limit of making the stepsize very small,

a good approximation to the underlying differential equation is achieved.

Theoretically, as the stepsize continues to reduce, the solution approaches the

exact solution with arbitrary accuracy. According to the above principle, a flow

chalt could be set up (fig.3.l) and a computer program could be wdtten

accordingly to attack the system of equations (3.1) and (3.2).

The choice of a suitable numerical method is now considered. There are

several numerical methods available for solving initial value problems fol ODEs,

the most popular ones being:

" Runge-Kutta method.

* Richardson extrapolation (and its particular implementation as the

Bulirsch-Stoer method).

* predictor-corrector method.

It should be noted that all three methods are very po\ryerful, but each comes with

its own set of advantages and disvantages that must be understood for its use.

Runge-Kutta methods propagate a solution over an interval by combining

the information from several Euler-style steps (each involving one evaluation of

the right-hand functions), and then using the information obtained to match a

Taylor series expansion up to some higher order.
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Read Inputs

xg, x¡, n, h, Yi,g

Computing Step

i: I,2,3,....n

Solve for Function

fi(xo, yi,o) Yi,o:Yi,l

Obtain New Y

Yi, I 
:yi,0*h*t(xO,yi,O)

Write Outputs

Yi,l

Fig.3.l FIow diagram of the algorithm
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Richardson extrapolation uses the powerful idea of extrapolating a

computed result to the value that would have been obtained if the stepsize had

been very much smaller than it actually was. In particular, extrapolation to zero

stepsize is the desired goal. When combined with a particular way of taking

individual steps (the modified midpoint method) and a particular kind of

extrapolation (rational function extrapolation), Richardson extrapolation produces

the Bulirsch-Stoer method.

Predictor-corrector methods store the solution along the way, and use

those results to extrapolate the solution one step advanced; they then correct the

extrapolation using delivative information at the new point. These ale best for'

very smooth functions.

Runge-Kutta is what people use when (a) they don't know any better, or

(b) they have an intransigent problem where Bulirsch-Stoer is failing, or (c) they

have a trivial problem where computational efficiency is of no concern. Runge-

Kutta succeeds virtually always; but it is not usually fastest. Predictor-corrector

methods, since they use past information, are somewhat more difficult to start up,

but for many smooth problems, they are computationally more efficient than

Runge-Kutta. Bulirsch-Stoer method is the best known way to obtain high-

accuracy solutions to ordinary differential equations with minimal computational

effort. However the method is not suitable for differential equations containing

nonsmooth functions. For example, you might have a differential equation whose

righrhand side involves a function which is evaluated by table look-up and
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interpolation. If so, Runge-Kutta with adaptive stepsize choice is preferred.

Furthermore the techniques in this Bulirsch-Stoer method are not particularly good

for differential equations which have singular points inside the interval of

integration. A regular solution must tiptoe very carefully across such points.

Runge-Kutta with adaptive stepsize can sometimes effect this; more generally,

there are special techniques available for such problems, beyond the scope here.

In general, for high-precision applications, or applications where

evaluations of the right-hand sides al'e expensive, Bulirsch-Stoer dominates. For

convenience, or fol low-precision, adaptive-stepsize Runge-Kutta dominates.

Predictor-corrector methods have been in the middle.

Since Runge-Kutta method is relatively simple and computational

efficiency here is not of serious concern, the Runge-Kutta method was first chosen

for our problem.

3.2.1 Runge-Kutta Method

The simplest numerical method is Euler's method. The formula for the

Euler method is

yn+i : y,, + hf(xn, yn) (3.3)

which advances a solution from x,, to x,,*, : x,, * h. The

method is very straightforward using the Taylor expansion

derivation of Euler's

of y about x which is
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not given here. The formula is unsymmetrical: it advances the solution through

an interval h, but uses derivative information only at the beginning of that interval

(fig. 3.2). That means that the step's enor is only one power of h smaller than

the corection, i.e. o(h2¡ added to equation (3.3).

There are several reasons that Euler's method is not practical for use,

among them, (a) the method is not very accurate when compared to other methods

run at the equivalent stepsize, and (b) neither is it very stable.

Consider, however, the use of a step like equation (3.3) to take a "trial"

step to the midpoint of the interval. Then use the value of both x and y at that

midpoint to compute the "real" step across the whole interval. Figule 3.3

illustrates the idea. In equations,

k, : hf(x,,,, y,,)

k, : hf(x,, + t/zh, y,, * Vzkr)

yn+r:y,*kz+o(h3)

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

As indicated in the effor term, this symmeîization cancels out the first order enor

term, making the method second order (A method is conventionally called n'r'

order if its enor term is o(h*t)). In fact, equation (3.5) is called the second-order

Runge-Kutta or midpoint method.

There are many ways to evaluate the right-hand side functions f(x, y)

which all agree to first order, but which have different coefficients of higher-order
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Fig.3.2 Euler''s merhod. In this simplesr (ancl least
accumte) method for-integrating an ODE, the derivative at
starting point of each interval is extrapolated to find the
next function value. The method has first_order accuracy
(after W.H. Press et. al. [5t]).
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Fig.3.3 Midpoint method. Second order accuracy is

obtained by using the initial derivative at each step to
find a point halfway across the interval, then using the
midpoint derivative across the full width of the interval.
In the figure, filled dots represent final function values,
while open dots represent function values that are

discarded once their derivatives have been calculated and
used (after W.H. Press et. al. t5ll).
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enor teÍns. Adding up the right combination of these, we can eliminate the error

tems order by order. That is the basic idea of the Runge-Kutta method. By far

the most often used, and arguably even most useful, is the fourth-order Runge-

Kutta formula, which has a certain sleekness of organization about it:

k, : hf(x,,, y,,)

k, : hf(x,, + t/zh, y,, + L/zkr)

ko : hf(x,, + h, y,, + k.)

yn* 
r 
:yn*(k 

r 
+2k +2kr+ko)/6+o(hs)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3. l0)

(3.1 1)

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method rcquircs four evaluations of the

righrhand side functions per step h (fig. 3.a). This will be superior to the

midpoint method equation (3.4),in that at least twice as large a step is possible

with equation (3.11) for the same accuracy. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta is

generally superior to second-order, but high order does not always mean high

accuracy. Actually for orders M higher than four, more than M function

evaluations are required. That is why higher than fourth-order Runge-Kutta

formulas are barely written down.

The Runge-Kutta method treats every step in a sequence of steps in

identical manner. Prior behaviour of a solution is not used in its propagation.

This is mathematically proper, since any point along the trajectory of an ordinary
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Fig.3.4 Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. [n each step
the derivative is evaluated four times: once at the initial
point, twice at trial midpoints, and once at a trial
endpoint. From these derivatives the final function values
(shown as a filled dot) is calculated (after W.H. Press et.
al. [51]).
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differential equation can serve as an initial point. The fact that all steps aro

treated identically also makes it easy to incorporate Runge-Kutta method into

relatively simple computing routines.

From the derivation of formulae in chapter two, we can notice that many

physical constants and parameters are involved in our problem. Some of these

parameters, such as defect densities, sink strengths and vacancy concentrations in

various sinks etc, arc very sensitive to the temperature due to the exponential

dependence. That is one of the important leasons that the calculation had been

done in different temperatute ranges.

We have chosen the Fourth order Runge-Kutta method to solve the system

of ordinary differential equations (2.9) to (2.13). Several software packages for

ODEs are available in general libraries such as [MSL, NAG and SL/MATH. But

only the IMSL is supported by The University of Manitoba Computer Services

L521. One of the routines for ODEs, IVPRK, had been tried. Unfortunately it

does not work out with the cunent problem owing to unidentified subroutines in

its main program. On the other hand it is straightforward to write our own routine

according to equations (3.7) to (3.1i). Therefore a Fortran subroutine has been

written incorporating equations (3.7) to (3.11).

Since the written subroutine is non-tested, it is necessary to verify it by

applying it to a problem to which the solution is known. Consider a famous

predator-prey problem with rabbits and foxes 1521. Let r be the density of rabbits

and let f be the density of foxes. In the absence of any predator-prey interaction
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the rabbits would increase at a rate proportional to their number, and the foxes

would die of starvation at a rate proportional to their numbel. Mathematically,

Í' :2r

+r_ çI - -1.

The rate at which the rabbits are eaten by the foxes is 2rf and the rate at which

the foxes increase, because they are eating the rabbits, is rf. So the system to be

solved is

t' :2r - 2rf

f':-f+rf.

The initial conditions are r(0):1 and f(0):3 over interval 0<t<10. In the following

program Y(1):r and Y(2):f.

PROGRAM

C
DIMENS ION y(2), yT (z),Dy T (2), DyM (2),DYDT(2)
OPEN (UNIT:44,FILE:'dat .507')

C initial conditions
GDPA:O.EO
Y(1):1.E0
Y(2):3.E0

C integration loop
DO 5 I:1,100
H:1.E-i
HH:H*O.5EO
H6:H/6.E0

C initialize rk-method
CALL FUNCT(Y,DYDT)
DO 10 I:1,2
YT(J):Y(J)+HH*DYDT(J)

1O CONTINUE



CALL FUNCT(YT,DYT)
DO 20 K:1,2
YT(K):Y(K)+HH*DYT(K)

20 CONTINUE
CALL FUNCT(YT,DYM)
DO 22 M:7,2
YT(M):Y(M)+H*DYM(M)
DYM(M):DYT(M)+DYM(M)

22 CONTINUE
CALL FUNCT(YT,DYT)
DO 24 N:I,2
Y(N):Y(N)+H6" (DYDT(N)+DYT(N) +2x DYM(N))

24 CONTINUE
GDPA:GDPA+H
WRITE(44,', (810.2,281 I . 4)' )cDpA, (y(K), K: 1,2)

5 CONTINUE
STOP
END

C
SUBROUTINE FUNCT(Y,DYDT)
DIMENSION Y(2),DYD'[ Q)
DYDT( i ):2.E0*Y( 1 )-2.E0xY( I )*Y(2)
DYDr(2):Y( I ) 

* Y(2)-Y(2)
RETURN
END

The output of the program is listed as follow,

Output

Time Y(1) Y(2)

i.000 0.077 r.464
2.000 0.085 0.578
3.000 0.291 0.249
4.000 t.447 0.187
5.000 4.051 1.440
6.000 0.176 2.258
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7.000
8.000
9.000
10.00

0.065 0.909
0.147 0.367
0.651 0.188
3.t46 0.349

The following plots (figs. 3.5, 3.6) are the results of calculated output. The results

are consistent with the solution calculated through a diffelent routine in the IMSL.

Having finished the verification of the written subroutine, we al'e able to

apply its scheme into the present problem with appropriate choice of physical

constants and parameters. The computed results arc consistent with the steady-

state solution in published works L37,431.

However, it is desirable that a different numedcal method be used to

double check the solution, as another test for the present computer program.

Futthetmore, the Runge-Kutta method only works well using very small stepsize

h, as low as 10-s order, and involves a long running time. For practical purposes,

the iruadiation dose has to be calculated up to 30 to 50 dpa. This in turn requires

(3 to 5)x106 evaluations of the righrhand side functions in equations (2.9) to

(2.13). Theoretically, the more the amount of computing, the more the rounding

error is, although the requirement of computing accuracy is not high (one of the

reasons that a double precision is not used in the program). Also Computer

services only allocates limited data storage space (<15 megabytes) in the open

area for each user.

3.2.2 The Method for Stiff Equations
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There are several technical definitions of stiff for a system of differential

equations 150,53,541; each is an attempt to mathematically describe a fairly

common class of difficult problems. An intuitive description of stiffness is that

the system has some solutions that change very rapidly compared with other

solutions, or some solutions change very rapidly sometimes and slowly at other

times. Physical processes, such as chemical reactions proceeding to equilibrium

and discharging capacitors, that have a transient behaviour and a very stable

steady state are often stiff. In the prcsent problem, equations (2.9) to (2.12), for

the densities of defect clusters and the defect contents in defect clusters, behave

much differently from the equation (2.13) for void swelling, and from previons

studies we found that the defect densities are of the order of 1023, while void

swelling is of the order of 10-'. Also the fact that a stiff problem seems to be

unstable, and the usual numedcal methods require a very large number of steps

to achieve even a modest accuracy, suggests that our problem to be stiff.

There is an available numerical scheme for stiff equations which removes

or at least reduces the stiffness [51] could be adopted. For equation (3.1), an

implicit method which can be constructed,

Y,,*, :Y,,+Vzh [f(x,,*,,Y,,)+(aAAYi vn(Yn*r -YJ+f(x,,,Y')] (3.r2)

wherc Y' is a vector. To solve for Y,,*1, the Jacobian matrix (Af/aÐ|",, must be

inverted at each step. This is very expensive. Alternatively, the system of
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equations (2.10) fo (2.12) can be rewritten in a general form,

Y,,*l : f(x,,,Y,,) : ct. -Y,,g(x,,,Y,,) (3. r 3)

from which

Af/AVy,, : -g(x',Y,,) -Y,,(ðg/ðY).r', (3.14)

If the stepsize h:x,,*¡-x,, is chosen to be very small, the diffelence between

f(X,,*,,Y,,) and f(x,,,Y') is negligible. Inserting equation (3.14) into equation(3.12),

Y,,*, can be expressed as,

Y,,*, : Y,'+h I f (Y,,) +I/z(à f I ðY ¡l 

",, 
I Y,,*, - Y,, ¡ 1

:Y,,+h {a-Y,,g(Y,,)r/zlg(Y,,)+Y,,(âglðY¡|",,1 1Y,,*, -Y") }

:Y,,+hlo'r/z(Y,,*,+Y,,)g(Y,,)-tlzY,,(âglðY)",,(Y,,*,-Yn)l

Now a further approximation Y,,=r/z(Y,,*,+Y,,) in the third term in the square

bracket is made because the change in consecutive Y is slight when stepsize h is

chosen to be very small. Then

Y'*,:Y,¡h {ar/z(Y n*r+Y,) [g(Y,,)+Vr(ð gl òY)ly"(Y"*, -Y,)] ]

:Y 
^+hfa-Vz(Y'*, 

+Y") g(Yn*n ) I .
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Similarly

Yn+ r : {ah+[l -Vzhig(Y"*r)] Y" I lI +Vzhg(Y,,*^)1.

Yn+y. : {I/zah+Ll -V+hg (Y,,)l Y,, / [ 1 + %hg (Y,,) ] .

(3.1s)

(3.16)

The equations (3.15) and (3.16) have become the modified formulae for the

method for stiff equations. They avoid the complex evaluation of the Jacobian

matrix. Of course, we give up some accuracy by performing the above

approximation, but the resulting error is under the enor tolerance due to moderate

precision requirement in our problem. From the computation it is found that this

scheme reduced the stiffness in the equations, but did not rcmove it completely.

The stepsize can be chosen at range < 10-4 which is one order larger that the one

(< 10") in the Runge-Kutta method. So the amount of computation is ten times

less, and the effort to handle the output data generated from computing is also

reduced to a reasonable load. The results calculated from this method are in

accord with the ones from Runge-Kutta method.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Material and Irradiation Parameters

For the purpose of this research, fast neutron irradiation with 316 stainless

steel is considered. Austenitic stainless steel, which is an alloy of chromium,

nickel and iron, possesses a faced-centred-cubic structure. The reason the work

focuses on austenitic stainless steel and inadiation by neutrons is that the steel is

a commercially important alloy and is widely used in fast breeder reactors. It is

also one of the materials proposed for use in future DT fusion reactors. The

neutrons are the product of two of four energy sources which have been identified

as offering the potential for an "indefinitely sustainable" energy supply t56l --

nuclear fission with breeding and controlled thermonuclear fusion of deuterium

and tritium (DT). The material and irradiation parameters used as input

parameters in our computation are listed in table 4.1 and come from published

works in the literature 130,37,57,581.
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There are at least two general goals in developing models such as have

been described in Chapters 7 and 2 t581. One is to try to develop an

understanding of the important physical processes involved in the evolution of the

miclostructure under irradiation, and the other is to ultimately plovide some

predictive capability. The satisfaction of both of these goals is frustrated by a lack

of information on important material parameters for austenitic stainless steel. In

some cases, measurements made on pure metals can be used to provide initial

estimates, but key parameters are sometimes sensitive to alloy composition and

perhaps impurities 159-641. Simple void swelling models have been successfully

used to explain much of the available swelling data and have provided

considerable insight into the mechanisms responsible for this phenomenon [65,66].

Howevet', the ability to do predictive work with these models is comptomised by

uncertainty about parameter values. For instance, when bulk recombination is

ignored and dislocations are the major point defect sink, the vacancy

supersaturation takes the following simple form [67],

.r- \Gap"

sio"cf
(zi-L) (4.1)

Values of the cascade efficiency 11 between 0.1 and 1.0 and dislocation bias 2,"

between -1.02 to >1.5 have been used by various workers. Depending on the

values chosen for the two parameters, the computed supersaturation can vary

significantly.
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Table 4.1 Material and irradiation parameters.

I. Data from Woo and Semenov (1993).
2. Data from Skinner and Woo (1984).
3. Data from Stoller and Odette (1987).
4.Data from Foreman and Makin (1979).
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Value

Jump distances b for vacancies and
interstitials'
Atomic volume3
Dislocation bias2 p
Dislocation bias factor for vacancies2 Z
Vacancy migration energy'
Vacancy formation energyt
Vacancy diffusitivity pre-exponential3
Avelage loop-line energyo AE
Surface free energy3 r¡

Total interstitial loop density3 N,,
Total network dislocation density3 p*
Total void number density3 N.
Total void strengthr k"2

Total interstitial loop sink strengthr k,,2

Intercascade interstitial clustering fractionr e,

Intercascade vacancy clustering fractionr eu

Average initial radius of PICsr r,o

Average initial radius of PVCsr r,o
Average initial radius of voids r"o

(NRT) d.p.a. rater K
Effective poinrdefect generation rater G

2.53x10-'o m
1.15x10-2e m3

0.3
2.0
1.4 eV
1.6 eV
8x 10- 5 

m2s-r

0.3 eV
(3.2+1.4¡x t 0rt1oc) Jm-2

5x 1 027exp[ -0.0327T (C)] m-'
6.8x I 0'6expt-0.0096T(oC)l m'
2.53x1026 exp [-0.023T(oC)] m"
(47cN")% (3S )u" ; S:l 0o/o

N,,(nlp)'/'Z
0.45
0.5
2b
3b
10x10-to m
i0-6d.p.a.s-t

10-7d.p.a.s-t



A partial list of these uncertain parameters would include material

properties such as the activation energy for self-diffusion, the matrix surface free

energy and dislocation bias, and inadiation parameters such as the cascade

efficiency. In many cases, these parameters have been measured in either pure

materials or simple alloys and the values have been applied to complex alloys.

The influence of alloy composition is either ignoled ol' extrapolated from

measurements at a few compositions. In other cases no direct measulements are

available and values arc inferred from indirect observations. Even in the best of

cases, expelimental uncertainties typically lead to a large enough range of

"reasonable" values for any given parameter that model predictions can be

significantly affected. Finally, the use of theory fitting to experiments to help

define the lange of parameter values is also difficult because changes in one

parameter is often offset by a conesponding change in another. For example,

changes in the cascade efficiency in equation (4.1) can be directly offset by

changes in the bias or the dislocation density. One of the advantages of the

present model as discussed in chapter two is that simple relations such as equation

(4.1) do not arise from the explicit dose and temperature dependence of the major

microstructural sinks. However, even in the comprehensive model, some limited

parameter variations could be offset by changes in other parameters. However,

the result of the uncertainties is that it is generally impossible to arrive at a unique

set of model parameters by fitting the theory to observations in any one data set.

Therefore, with even a well-calibrated model, any extrapolation from the existing
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data base should be carried out with great care.

A few of examples in which the choice of parameter values used in the

present work is discussed are presented below [68]. Experiments to measure the

self-diffusion coefficient in austenitic alloys are typically conducted at quite high

temperatures (T: 1000 to 14000 C) 161,62,691. Extrapolation of these resulrs ro

temperatures in the range 300 to 7000 C is uncertain since relatively small changes

in the activation energy will lead to large errors at these lower temperatures. The

value of the activation enelgy is known to be sensitive to composition [70] and

typical values range from -2.6 to 3.2 eV in various austenitic alloys 161,62,71,72).

An intermediate value of 3.0 eV can be used with a prc-exponential of 8.0 x 10-s

mt sec-' L69,121. The partitioning of the activation energy for self-diffusion

between the vacancy formation and migration energies influences the results of the

present model primarily for temperaturcs greater than about 600 to 6500 C.

Garner and Wolfer [73] have cited measurements of E1" which indicate that E', -

i.8 eV and E"u - 1.1 eV in nickel and suggested that these values be used for

type 316 stainless steel. However, measurements of En'u in both high purity Fe-

Cr-Ni austenitic alloys and in type 3 16 stainless steel indicate that En'u - 1.3 to 1.4

eV; hence E'u - 1.5 to 1.6 eV. These latter values are more appropriate and for

the present study values of E u :1.4 eV and Er": 1.6 eV have been used.

Only a very limited number of measurements exist for the surface free

energy in austenitic steels [63,14). Murr and co-workers have reported

measurements in type 304 stainless steel obtained using the method of zero creep
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deformation of thin wires at high temperatures [74]. A linear fit to their data in

the range of 1000 to 14000 C yields the following expression,

TG) : 4.05 - 1.75 x 10¡ TCC) J/m2 (4.2)

This leads to values of the surface energy between 2.8 and 3.5 J/m2 when

extrapolated to the 300 to 7000 C bmperature range. This is much higher than the

nominal 1.0 J/m2 which has typically been used in previous studies of void

swelling. A lower sutface energy can be rationalized on the basis of the presence

of surface-active gases such as oxygen, but the amount of reduction which should

be applied is unclear. This is particularly true in complex alloys wherc the

presence of oxygen-gathering elements such as carbon, silicon and titanium

appears to strongly limit the influence of oxygen. The I .0 Jlmz value has been

used in the past largely because such a low value was rcquired to obtain

reasonable void nucleation rates from the classical stochastic theory. The value

we used here retains the temperature dependence of equation (4.2), but the

magnitude is reduced by a factor of 0.8. The change reflects better agreement

with the values measured in austenitic alloys.

A critical discussion of every parameter is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The values of parameters used in the work have been carefully chosen and

calibrated to reflect the real irradiation environment. It should be emphasized that

the specific values of the predicted swelling are sensitive to model assumptions
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and parameters. However, the general trends which are predicted are a

consequence of the physical mechanisms and not the detaiÌs of the model

parameters.

The computer program written in Fortran solving the system of differential

equations is listed in appendix A, and the input and output parameters arc

tabulated in appendix B and C. A typical output data set is also included in

appendix D.

4.2 Defect Cluster Evolution and Void Swelling

Although the evolution of defect cluster distribution and the swelling

voids have been calculated from the equations (2.9)-(2.13) only under a set

rather simple assumptions, some general trends can be outlined.

Genelally, at all temperatures concerned, the densities and the sizes of

primary defect clusters go through a rapid increase in the early inadiation stage,

and then start to saturate even at doses as low as i0-3 to 10-2 dpa. After which the

constant trends are maintained to very high doses (figs. 4.1 to 4.3). Void swelling

increases rapidly as long as cascade irradiation is present (ftgs. 4.4 to 4.7).

In order to model the evolution of defect clusters, the densities and sizes

of PICs and PVCs as a function of irradiation dose are calculated according to

eqs. 2.10 to 2.13. The calculated results are plotted in figs. 4.1 to 4.3 at different

temperatures. In all figs. 4.1 to 4.'/, the unit for inadiation dose is NRT dpa

of

of
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paranreters are listed in the appendix B.
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Fig.4.5 Dose dependence of calculated void swelling for
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swelling-peak(vacancy evaporation from voids) (530'C).
The material paranreters are listed in the appendix B.
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(displacement per atom). In fig. 4.1 the unit for densities is m-3 (numbers of PICs

or PVCs per atomic volume). In figs. 4.2 and 4.3 the unit for defect content is

m-3 (numbers of vacancies or interstitials per atomic volume in PICs or PVCs

respectively). The calculated void swelling rate according to equation (2.9) is

shown in figs. 4.4 to 4.7 as a function of inadiation dose at three different

temperatures. In fig. 4.4 the unit for void swelling rate is the mean volume strain

of voids pel dpa. In fig. 4.5 the unit for void swelling is the mean volume strain

of voids. The dose has been calculated up to 30 dpa. The specific temperatures

400'C, 500'C and 530'C in the figs are chosen to reflect the variation of void

swelling with temperatule, in the low swelling, peak swelling and post peak-

swelling (vacancy evaporation from voids) temperature regions respectively. The

figs. 4.6 and 4.'7 are the calculated results using Runge-Kutta method and the

method for stiff equations. It is evident that the different methods have generated

the same result of void swelling.

At low temperaturcs, such as 4000 C, at which the thermal evaporation of

vacancies from all vacancy clusters is unimportant, and the dislocation density is

high; the dislocation bias is mostly predominant. After extensive bulk

recombination and segregated defect clustering of like type, only very small

fraction of point defects survive as mobile defects. A great number of mobile

interstitials and vacancies and their clusters annihilate in the sinks such as

dislocation loops and netwotk dislocations by absorption, due to high dislocation

concentration. Therefore, the steady-state concentrations of defect clusters are
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low, as illustrated in figs. 4.1 and 4.2. Since the dislocation bias has a preferential

attraction for interstitials, morc interstitials than vacancies are annihilated at

dislocations. This produces a small net vacancy flux which contributes to the

defect accumulation in sinks such as voids. No significant void swelling occurs

because of the small vacancy flux, as shown in figs. 4.4 to 4.7.

At elevated temperatures, such as 5000 C, PVCs become thermally unstable

whereas PICs are still stable due to the higher binding energy [75]. For example,

MD calculations have found that the binding energy of a tetra-interstitial cluster

in copper is 2.53 eV, whereas the binding energy for a tetra-vacancy cluster is

only 0.28 eV; the corresponding binding energy per defect for clusters containing

morc than 5 point defects is -0.85 eVlinterstitial and -0.44 eYlvacancy,

rcspectively 176,771. Even largel differences between the stability of small

vacancy and interstitial clusters have been obtained for nickel [77]. As noted by

Simons [78] and Woo and Singh 126,271, this difference in stability between

vacancy and interstitial clusters leads to an excess supply of mobile vacancies

relative to the mobile interstitial population at elevated temperatures.

The thermal vacancy evaporation from vacancy clusters results in a substantial net

vacancy flux to the medium since the portion of point defects immobilized in

clusters can be an order of magnitude greater than that of survived mobile point

defects in cascades. Vacancy evaporation has been reflected by large reduction

both of the density of PVCs and of the vacancy content in PVCs at temperature

5000 C in figs. 4.I and 4.2 respectively. Meanwhile, as the temperature increases,
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the dislocation density decreases. Therefore, fewer PICs are lost in dislocations

by absorption. The high density and interstitial content of PICs can be noticed in

the graph. It is plausible that the more numerous atomic displacements at elevated

temperatures also contribute to the high density of PICs at 5000 C. Actually, the

interstitials in PICs are only the balance of annihilation between the PICs and a

portion of evaporating vacancies. A substantial amount of evaporated vacancy

flux adds the vacancy supersaturation in voids except diffusing into other sinks

(e.g. dislocations, loops and PICs etc.). This is the reason that a much higher

swelling rate occurs at elevated temperature regime as shown in figs. 4.4 and 4.5.

Based on such biased vacancy supply or consideration of two types of defect

clustering in cascades, Woo and Singh 126,211 have developed the theory of

production bias as a potent driving force for high swelling rates at elevated

temperatures. The production bias incorporated in the new model predicts very

well the experimental observation of swelling in structural materials, while

conventional mean field theory using dislocation bias as a sole driving force fails

to do. In fact at elevated temperatures the effect of dislocation bias still exists,

but is relatively insignificant. The production bias is predominant, and PVCs act

as an intemal source of mobile defects, in contrast to the cascades as an extemal

source.

As the irradiation continues, more point defects are generated. Therefore

the primary cluster concentrations increase proportionally with respect to

irradiation dose at the early stage of irradiation as shown in figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
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However, a quasi-steady state is soon reached, at which the concentrations of

clusters actually keep a dynamic equilibrium between creation and annihilation.

It is clear that point defects and their clusters are continually produced in

cascades. Through absorption at dislocations, biased absorption of interstitials and

evaporation of vacancy clusters, cascade-induced PVCs are removed. Fl'om the

graph, the dynamic equilibrium of PICs also persists, but the mechanism of

removing PICs is not very straightforward and is coupled with different processes.

Foreman and Makin [30] suggested five processes of annihilation of stable

PVCs in the form of small vacancy loops in which two have been extended for

the removal of PICs by Woo, Semenov and Singh L37,43): 1) dislocation

sweeping, and 2) glide of some primary clusters (as small dislocation loops) and

their coalescence. Woo and Semenov [37] modeled the reaction between the

primary clusters and the dislocations (i.e. loops and network) by assuming that the

primary clusters have the form of immobile small dislocation loops. These loops

are formed in cascades, or by coalescence near the cascade volume where the

density of the primary clusters is highest, or when trapped, after long-range glide,

in the strain fields of dislocations. The absorption of the PICs by the dislocations

was then described in terms of a dislocation sweeping model in which the

absorption process at the dislocation core is assumed to be the rate controlling

process. Trankaus, Singh and Foreman U9l also investigated the annihilation of

PICs by one-dimensional glide in the presence of voids and dislocations. They

suggested that the small glissile PICs are preferentially annihilated at extended
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sinks such as dislocations and grain boundaries. The removal of the PICs yields

an excess of vacancies which may induce the void swelling. In particular, the

high swelling rate of well annealed metals with negligible dislocation density at

low doses Ll9l and the enhanced swelling rate observed in regions adjacent to

grain boundaries can be attributed to the escape of PICs to these planar sinks.

Kroupa [80] studied the interaction between prismatic loops and straight

dislocations, and found that the interaction can be either attractive or repulsive

depending on the relative orientations, and reach a maximum in most cases when

the loops and the dislocations touch. In perspective, such an interaction can be

an order of magnitude larger than that between substitutional impurities and

dislocations (usually considered in theories of solution hardening t8t1¡. This is

because the interaction is proportional to the volume of the loop, 7cr,2b, which is

large compared to the value of a fraction of an atomic volume for the case of

substitutional atoms. In the presence of attractive obstacles , a dislocation at zero

stress attains the minimum energy in a zigzag configuration in the glide plane,

with points at which the dislocation is pinned by the obstacles [82,83]. Therefore,

when one or more of the pinning clusters are annihilated by absorption at its core,

or when a nearby vacancy cluster evaporates, the dislocation segment becomes

unstable in the field of primary clusters, and glides towards a new minimum

energy configuration, to be pinned again by other primary clusters on its way, and

the whole process starts all over again. In fact, the glide towards a new minimum

energy configuration is very much facilitated by the climb of the dislocation due
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to absorption of point defects, either freely migrating or bound in the primary

clusters.

During fast neutron irradiation, overlaping cascades may intelact by

impingement. Cascade impingement can destroy newly established PICs which

are small and unstable compared to other sinks in the matrix. Thus cascade

impingement also plays a role in the annihilation of PICs.

From foregoing discussion, it is suggested that PVCs and PICs have a

different annealing behaviour. Due to fast vacancy evaporation, PVCs shlink and

even vanish. The evaporated vacancies diffuse into the medium, and contribute

to the vacancy accumulation in voids. Voids are basically immobile, and only

grow in size. PICs join dislocations in groups by glide whereas dislocations climb

and glide and sweep up PICs. The evaporating vacancies can recombine at PICs

and suppress the build-up of PICs as the cascade impingement does.

The reason, that a cut-off appears in the curve of swelling rate at zero dose

in the figs. 4.4 to 4.7, is that a non-zero average initial radius of voids is set.

Such a simplification is necessary since the subject of void nucleation is beyond

the scope of the present thesis.

At high temperatures, such as 530"C and above, the voids become

thermally unstable because the vacancies in them start evaporating, owing to the

suface tension of voids. Therefore, the swelling rates become lower (figs. 4.4 to

4.7) as evaporating vacancies from voids offset the flux of diffusing vacancies in

the matrix. If the gas pressure in voids were taken into account, the thermal
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instability of the voids would start at a higher temperature, and it is speculated

that the swelling rates will drop much slower.

In neutron irradiation environments, helium and hydrogen are produced in

structural alloys through (n,o) and (n,p) transmutation reactions respectively. The

exact quantities produced depend upon the composition of the material and the

neutron energy spectrum. In the fusion environment, the high gas production rates

in steels may influence the microstructural response of the material, particularly

at higher temperatures. While the lole of hydlogen as a fast diffuser is not

unambiguously determined, helium has been assumed by many researchers to play

a key role in assisting void nucleation from the time that Cawthome and Fulton

first obselved void swelling [1]. Some authors have discussed the results of

neutron (with helium either preinjected or simultaneously injected with the damage

producing ions) irradiation experiments in which the total void density appears to

increase with the helium content. In some cases the dependence of the void

density on the helium concentration could crudely be described by a simple power

law [84]. Singh and Foreman [85] have also investigated the influence of helium

on void formation and found similar results. They note that the void density is

roughly proportional to the square root of the helium generation as mentioned

above. Even though the role of gases, in particular helium, is complex and is

another subject in the neutron irradiation, it is desirable that a model incorporating

the effects of gases at high temperatures be developed in further studies, because

the void swelling becomes sensitive to another inadiation parameter; namely the
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transmutation gas generation rate at temperatures above about 5250 C in reactors

1281.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY

While considering the accumulation of defects under cascade irradiation

conditions, it is important to note that only a small fraction of NRT displacements

produced in the collisional phase survive as mobile interstitials and vacancies as

the cascade cools down to ambient temperature. Naturally, only the surviving

defects can participate in defect-defect and defect-sink interactions and finally

contribute to the accumulation of interstitials and vacancies in the medium.

A large fraction of the surviving defects form clusters due to their close

proximity and high temperature during the thermal-spike phase of a cascade. Due

to the localized and segregated production and different thermal stabilities of PICs

and PVCs, defect clusters play a vital role in the defect accumulation process.

While solving the conservation equations derived by Woo and Semenov [37] for

the concentrations of two kinds of primary clusters, appropriate numerical methods

for the system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are compared and the
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validity of the methods is verified by applying them in the problem with a known

solution. Thus, the evolution of microstructure such as PICs, PVCs and hence

voids in 316 stainless steel as a function of irradiation dose is calculated.

Since the behaviour of defect accumulation is strongly dependent on the

temperature, the calculation has been performed in three distinct temperature

rcgions: low temperature, peak-swelling temperature and high temperature. It is

found that the densities of primary clusters and defect contents in these clusters

both initially increase with the iruadiation dose, saturating at a lelatively low dose

(<5x10-3 dpa). After that, the primary clusters keep a quasi-steady state between

the crcation by cascades and the annihilation with different processes. The

removal of PVCs is attributed to massive vacancy evaporation from PVCs which

contributes largely to the vacancy accumulation in the medium at elevated

temperatures. Con'espondingly, the removal of PICs can be realized by

dislocation sweeping, the glide of PICs and absorption of evaporating vacancies

in PICs. Due to the different annealing mechanisms of vacancies and interstitials

in their primary clusters, the volume strain of voids has been accounted for.

Therefore, the theory of production bias as a potent driving force for swelling and

microstructural evolution can be used to describe the experimentally observed high

swelling behaviour of voids at elevated temperatures which the traditional mean

field theory is unable to unravel satisfactorily.

The calculated results are compared with the ones from previous Fokker-

Planck analysis for the steady-state. Good agreement between the two approaches
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is found.

Since the concept of production bias clearly describes the production,

annihilation and accumulation of free defect fluxes, which are needed for

characterizing microstructural developments in the medium under cascade

conditions, it is suggested that the model be extended to investigate irradiation-

induced creep, fracture, segregation, phase separation and precipitate coarsening.

Because the effect of gas pressure in voids which is important at high

temperatures has not been included in the model due to the complication, the

calculated void swelling is much t¡ndercstimated in this temperature range. It was

also mentioned before, that the process of void nucleation which is closely related

to void swelling, has been neglected. Hence, it is recommended in further studies

that:

a) the effects of gases in voids, in particular, helium gas be included

the cunent model to correctly reflect the behaviour of damage accumulation

reactor materials at high temperatures;

b) the problems of void nucleation and the dose dependence of the void

density be dealt with even though they are not well understood and their effects

cannot be easily quantified;

c) the strengths of various sinks as functions of temperature and dose be

investigated because some sinks can be mostly dominant in one situation, others

in another.

Furthermore, alloys normally possess complex composition and strucfure,

ln

ln
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so that it is necessary that the effects of interogeneous material components such

as grain boundaries, precipitates, solute segregation, impurities and surfaces be

studied in order to have a more comprehensive model.

d) Further theoretical study of the convergence, stability and accuracy of

the numerical methods for ODEs be conducted because of the steep change of

primary cluster concentrations and void swelling in the present problem.
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAM FOR SOLVII{G THE SYSTEM OF

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

This appendix lists the program which was used to calculate the number

densities of primary interstitial clusters N," and primary vacancy clusters Nu.; the

total interstitial contents Q, and the total vacancy contents in their respective

clusters; void swelling S; void swelling rate dS/Kdt as a function of iradiation

dose (in NRT dpa) at different temperatures. The program solves the system of

ordinary differential equations (2.9)-(2.13), given in chapter two.

Given values for 5 variables y known at x, use the Runge-Kutta method

or method for stiff equations to advance the solution over an interval h and return

the incremented variables as new y. The subroutine funct(y,r,f,dr) returns

derivatives f and dr at new x.
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Program Listing

PROGRAM TIMDEP
Runge-Kutta method
DIMENSTON Y(5),YT(5),DYT(s),DYM(s),DYDT(s)
COMMON/P IP,Z,TK,'FC,PI
COMMON/G/G,EPSI,EPS V,ANC
COMMON/E/DVO,ESD,DE
COMMON/CD/BO,RIO,RVO,W,OMEGA,SNIO,SNVO
OPEN (UNIT:44,FILE:'dat.506' )

material and irradiation parameters
Pr:3.1415980
B0:2.538-10
P:0.3E0
Z:2.80
G:l.E-7
EPSI:O.45EO
EPSV:O.5EO
RIO:2.EOXBO
RVO:3.EO"BO
ESD:4.806538-t9
DE:4.806538-20
TC:500.E0
TK:TC+213.80
w:10.E0xB0xB0
OMEGA:11.5E-30
A N C :2. 5 3 E+26*EXP (-2.38 -2* T C)
SNIO:PI*RIO*RIO*B O/OMEGA
SNVO:PI*RVOXRVOXB O/OMEGA

rnrtial conditions
GDPA:O.EO
Y(1):0.80
Y(2):0.E0
Y(3):0.E0
Y(4):0.E0
R:15.E-10

integration loop
DO 5 I:1,300000
H:1.E-5
HH:HXO.5EO
H6:FV6.EO



C initialize Runge-Kutta method
CALL FUNCTI(Y,DYDT)
DO 10 J:l,5
YT(J):Y(J)+HH*DYDT(J)

1O CONTINUE
CALL FUNCT(YT,DYT)
DO 20 K:1,5
YT(K):Y(K)+HH*DYT(K)

20 CONTINUE
CALL FUNCT(YT,DYM)
DO 22 M:r,5
YT(M):Y(M)+HxDYM(M)
DYM(M):DYT(M)+DYM(M)

22 CONTINUE
CALL FUNCT(YT,DYT)
DO 24 N:1,5
Y(N):Y(N)+H6'r (DYDT(N)+DYT(N)+2 x DYM(N))

24 CONTINUE
GDPA:GDPA+H
DPA:GDPA* 1O.EO

s :4.80*PI'¡ ANC/3.E0 i;R xR* R
DSDGT:4.E0 xPI * ANC:r R xR>rDR

DSDKT:DSDGT/1O.EO
DO 30 I:1,4
Y(J):Y(JyOMEGA

30 CONTINUE
Y(s):Y(2)-Y(4)
Y(6):Y(1)-Y(3)

C write output
WRITE(44,', (810.3,281 2. 4)', )DPA,S,DSDKT

c WRITE(44,'(E10.3,6E12.4)',)Dp1.,(y(K),K:1,6)
DO 40 K:1,4
Y(K):Y(K)*OMEGA

40 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE

STOP
END

C
SUBROUTINE FUNCT(Y,DYDT)
DIMENSTON Y(5),DYDT(5)
COMMON IP I P,Z,TK,TC,PI
COMMON/G/G,EPSI,EPS V,ANC
COMMON/E/DVO,ESD,DE
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COMMON/CD/BO,RIO,RVO,Vy',OMEGA,SNIO,SNVO
material parameters

AK:1.3806588-23
BETA:I.EO/ATITK
GAMA:I .48-3*TC
DVO:8.E-5
DCVE:DVOXEXP(-ES D*BETA)
EDE:EXP(DEXBETA)
EC:EXP(2.E0*GAMA *OMEGA*BETA/Y(5))

sink strengths
AKN:6. 8E + 1 6*Z*EXP(-9. 6E- 3 *TC)
AKC:4.E0xPIxANC*Y(5)
A K I L: 5 . E +27 + Z*EXP (-0 .0327 "r TC ) 

* S QRT (Z * PI/ A K N)
AKIC:2.EO*Z*S QRT(PIX Y( I ),IY (2)IBO/ OMEGA)
A KVC:2.E0xZx SQRT(PIx Y(3)':'Y(4y80/OMEGA)
AKCD:AKIC+AKVC
AKD:AKN+AKIL+AKCD
AKV:AKC+AKD
AKI:AKV+P*AKD
PA:P*AKC/AKI

vacancy emission strengths
GEC:AKCXDCVEXEC
GEN:AKN*DCVE
GEIL:AKILXDCVE
GEVC:AKVC*DCVE*EDE
GEIC:AKIC*DCVE/EDE
GE:GEC+GEN+GEIL+GEVC+GEIC
EPSVP:EPSV-GE/G

fluxes of point defects
FJVCE:Z*DCVEXEDE/G
FJICE:Z*DCVE/EDE/G
F JI}:Z* G.EO+PA)x ( 1 .EO-EPSI)/AKV
FJV0:Z* ( I .EO_EPSVPyAKV

lifetimes of defect clusters
RTJD:(AKN+AKIL)/ZxW
RTrS :(FJV0-FJr0-FJTCEyB 0/Rr0
RTVS :(FJIO-FJ VO+FJVCEyB 0/RV0

evaluations of righrhand side functions
rF (RïS.GT.l.E-8) THEN
DYDT( 1 ):EPSVSNIO- (RTIS+RTJD/G) x Y( 1 )
ELSE
DYDT( 1 ):EPSr/SNI0-RTJD/G* Y( 1 )
END IF



rF (RTVS.cr.i.E-8) THEN
DYDT(3 ):EPS V/SNV0-(RTVS+RTJD/G) * Y(3)
ELSE
DYDT(3 ):EPS V/SNV0-(RTJD/G * Y(3)
END IF
rF (Y(2).cr.1.8-8) THEN
DYDT(2):EPSr

"" -Y ç2¡* 2.E0 * RIO * RTI S x S QRT(PI * B 0/OMEGA x y( 
1 ) I 

y (2)) -y (2) x RTJD/G
ELSE
DYDT(2):EPS r-RTJD I G*Y (2)
END IF
rF (Y(4).cT.1.E-8) THEN
DYDT(4):EPSV

'+ -Y (4)* 2.80+ RVO *RTVS x SQRT(PI * B 0/OMEGA x y(3) I y (4)) -y (4)+ RTJD/G
ELSE
DYDT(4):EPS V-RTJD/G* Y(4)
END IF
DYDT(S):((EPSI-EPSVP)/AKV+P* ( 1 .E0-EPSI)+AKD/AKV/AKI* -DCVE*EC/GYY(5)
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B

Input Parameters

The descriptions and symbols of input parameters in the context are

listed in the right column in Table B, along with their symbols and values in

the fortran program listed in the left column. These values arc for 316 stainless

steel.
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Table B Description of Input Parameters

(a) Data from Woo and Semenov (1993)
(b) Data from Skinner and Woo (1984)
(c) Data from Stoller and Odette (1987)
(d) Data from Foreman and Makin (1979)

Symbol Value Description

2.53x10-ro m

OMEGA 1.15x10-2e m3

K 10-6dpa.s-'

G 10-7dpa.s-'

EPSI 5

EPSV 0.5

RIO

RVO 3b

w 10-20b2

ESD 3eV

DE 0.3eV

OMEGA 1 1.5x10-30 m3

Ro 5-30x10-to m

DVO 8xi0-s m2.s-'

BETA (KT)-'

0.3

Jump distance for vacancies and interstitials,
b(,).

Atomic volume, ç)(").

Dislocation bias, pto).

Dislocation bias factor for vacancies, 7{t>).

Point defect production rate, K(").

Effective point defect generation rate, G(").

Intracascade interstitial clustering fraction, e.(n).

Intlacascade vacancy clustering fi'action, eu(").

Initial ladius of PICs, r',0(").

Initial radius of PVCs, [uo(").

Reaction constant for dislocation lines and PICs
ol PVCs, W:W,:W'(").

Activation energy for self-diffusion, (E"-+E"')(").

Average loop-line energy, ¿E(d).

Atomic volume, ç)(").

Average initial radius of voids, r"o(o).

Vacancy diffusivity pre-exponential, Duo(").

K is Boltzman's constant and T is absolute
temperature, F.
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APPEI\DIX C

Output Parameters

The descriptions and symbols of output parameters in the context are

listed in the right column, along with their symbols and values in the fortran

program listed in the left column. These values are for 316 stainless steel.

Table C Description of Output Parameters

Symbol Unit Description

DOSE 104-50 dpa

SVo
DSDKT dpa-'

Y(1)

Y(2)

Y(3)

Y(4)

-?m"
-?m"
-?m-

m-

Inadiation dose.

Change of void volume, or void swelling, S.

Change rate of void volume, or void swelling rate,
dS/Kdr.

Number density of PICs, N,".

Total interstitial content in the PICs, Q,.

Number density of PVCs, N"".

Total vacancy content in the PVCs, Q".
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APPE¡{DIX T)

A Typical Sample of Output Data

This is a sample of output data directly computed from the program listed in

Appendix A. It records the corresponding changes of N;., Q¡, Nu", Q", S and

DSDKT (right six columns) when inadiation dose (first column) increases

steadily. In this sample, T" is the tempelature and Rn is the average initial

radius of voids. The first column rcprcsents the steady change of the amount

of inadiation dose in unit NRT dpa.

Table D

tRo
0.50E+03 0.15E+02

DOSE N," Q' N"" Q" S DSDKT

0. 1 00E-03 0.2 I2E+23 0.37 4E+2 4 0.9 598+22 0.3 5 2E+24 0 .3 638-0 4 0. 43 3E-03
0. 20 0E- 0 3 0 . 4A3E+23 0 .l 0 IE+24 0 . I 698+23 0 . 5 638+24 0.3 6 4E - 0 4 0 .7 828- 03
0. 3 00E-0 3 0.57 4E+23 09808+24 0.2268+23 0.687 E+24 0. 3 658-04 0. 963 E-03
0. 400E-03 0.7 258+23 0. I22E+25 0.27 1E+23 0.7 5 4E+24 0.3 668-0 4 0. I 05E- 02
0. 5 00E-0 3 0. 8 5 9E+23 0. I 4IE+25 0.3058+23 0.7 8 4E+24 0 .3 67 E-0 4 0. I 09E-02
0. 600E-03 0.97 9E+23 0. 1 5 8E+25 0.33 1E+23 0.7 9 lE+24 0.3 68E-04 0. I i 0E-02
0. 7008-0 3 0. I 098+24 0. I7 3E+25 0.3 528+23 0.7 8 5E+24 0.3 69F-0 4 0. 1 1 0E-02
0. 8 00E- 03 0. 1 | 8E+24 0. 1 8 5E+25 0.3 688+23 0.7 7 2E+24 0.37 0E-0 4 0. 1 0 8E-02



0. 900E-0 3 0. 1.21 E+24 0. 19 6E+25 0.3808+23 0J 5 5E+24 0 .31 lE-} 4 0 . I 0 6E-02
0. I 00E-02 0.13 5E+24 0.2068+25 0.3898+23 0.7 388+24 0.31 2E-0 4 0.1048-02
0. 1 1 0E- 02 0. 1 428+24 0 .21 4E+25 0.39 5E+23 0.7 2lE+24 0 .31 3E-0 4 0. 1 0 I E-02
0. I20E -02 0. | 488+24 0.22 1E+25 0. 40 1E+23 0 .7 068+2 4 0.37 4E-0 4 0. 99 1 E-03
0. 1 3 0E-02 0 . | 5 4E+24 0.2288+25 0. 40 4E+23 0 .69 4E+24 0 .31 5E-0 4 0. 97 I E-0 3
0.r 408-02 0.1608+24 0.23 4E+25 0.4078+23 0.683F+24 0.37 6E-04 0.9538-03
0. 1 5 0E- 02 0. 1 6 4E+24 0.2398+25 0. 4098+23 0 .61 3E+2 4 0 .37 7 E-0 4 O .931 E-03
0. 1 60E- 02 0. 1 698+24 0.2448+25 0. 4I IE+23 0 .6668+24 0. 3 7 8 E- 04 0 .9228-03
0. 17 0E -02 0. 17 3E+24 0.2488+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .6608+24 0 .37 9E-0 4 0. 9 I 0E- 03
0. 1 808-02 0. t7 1E+24 0.25 lE+25 0.41 2E+23 0.65 5E+24 0. 3 80E-04 0. 899E-03
0. 1 90E-02 0. I 80E+24 0.25 5E+25 0.41 3E+23 0.65 tE+24 0. 3 808-04 0. 8 89E-03
0 .2008-02 0 . | 838+24 0.25 8E+25 0 . 4t 3E+23 0.6 488+2 4 0. 3 8 1 E- 04 0. 8 8 1 E- 0 3

0.21 0E -02 0. 1 868+24 0 .2608+25 0. 41 3E+23 0.6 458+2 4 0. 3 82E-04 0 .87 4E- 03
02208 -02 0. I89E+24 0 .2638+25 0. 4I3E+23 0.6 438+24 0. 3 8 3 E- 0 4 0. 8 67E- 03
0.2308-02 0.1 9 lE+24 0.2658+25 0.41 4E+23 0.6428+24 0. 3 84E-04 0 .8628-03
0.2 408 -02 0. 1 938+24 0.267 E+25 0. 41 3E+23 0 .6 4lE+24 0. 3 8 5 E- 04 0. 8 5 7E-03
0 .2508 -02 0. 1 9 5E+24 0 .2698+25 0. 4t 3E+23 0 .6 408+24 0. 3 8 6E- 04 0. 8 5 3 E- 0 3

0.2608- 02 0. I 91 E+24 0.21 0E+25 0 . 4r3E+23 0.6398+24 0. 3 87E-04 0. 8 49 E-03
0.27 0E-02 0.1988+24 0.27 1E+25 0.4138+23 0.6388+24 0.3818-0 4 0.846E-03
0.2808 -02 0 .2008+24 0.27 3E+25 0. 4t 3E+23 0.6388+24 0. 3 8 8 E- 04 0. 8 44E- 0 3

0.29 0E -02 0.20 tE+24 0.27 4E+25 0. 4t 3E+23 0 .637 E+24 0. 3 8 9E-04 0. 8 4 I E- 03
0. 3 00E- 02 0.2028+24 0.27 5E+25 0 . 41 3E+23 0.637 E+2 4 0. 3 90E- 04 0. 8 3 9E- 03
0. 3 I 0E-02 0.20 4E+24 0.27 5E+25 0.4r 3E+23 0.637 E+24 0. 39 1 E-04 0. 8 3 8E-03
0.3208-02 0.2058+24 0.27 6E+25 0.41 3E+23 0.6368+24 0.3928-040.8368-03
0. 3 3 0E-02 0.20 6E+24 0.27 7 E+25 0. 4r3E+23 0 .63 6E+24 0 .392F-0 4 0. 8 3 5 E-0 3
0.3 408-02 0.2068+24 0.27 1E+25 0.4138+23 0.6368+24 0.3938-0 40.834E-03
0. 3 5 0E-02 0.207 E+24 0.21 8E+25 0. 4t3E+23 0.63 6E+24 0 .39 4E-0 4 0. 8 3 3 E-03
0.3608-02 0.2088+24 0.27 8E+25 0.4138+23 0.6368+24 0.3958-04 0.8328-03
0 .31 0E - 02 0 .2098+2 4 0 .27 9E +25 0. 4 I 3E+23 0 .63 6E+2 4 0 .39 6E - 0 4 0 .8328 - 03
0.380E-02 0.2098+24 0.27 9E+25 0.4138+23 0.6368+24 0.397F-04 0.8328-03
0.3908-02 0.2108+24 0.27 9E+25 0.4138+23 0.6368+24 0.3978-0 40.83 1 E-03
0. 400E-02 0.21 0E+24 0.2808+25 0. 4I3E+23 0 .63 6E+24 0. 3 9 8E-04 0. 8 3 I E-03
0.410E-02 0.21 lE+24 0.2808+25 0.4138+23 0.6358+24 0.3998-0 40.83 I E-03
0 . 4208 - 02 0 .21 1E+2 4 0 .2808+25 0 . 4 I 2E+23 0 . 63 5E+2 4 0. 400E- 04 0. 8 3 1 E- 0 3

0. 4308-02 0.21 lE+24 0.2808+25 0. 4I2E+23 0.63 5E+24 0. 40 1 E-04 0. 8 3 1 E-0 3
0 . 4 408 -02 0 .2 I 2E+2 4 0 .2808+25 0 . 4t 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0 . 402F - 0 4 0. I 3 I E- 0 3
0 . 45 0E -02 0 .2 | 2E+2 4 0 .28 lE+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0 . 4028-0 4 0. 8 3 1 E- 0 3

0.4608-02 0.2128+24 0.2818+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+240.403E-04 0 .8328-03
0 . 47 0E -02 0 .2 I 3E+24 0 .28 lE+25 0. 4 | 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0 . 40 4E - 0 4 0. 8 3 2E- 0 3

0.480E-02 0.213F+24 0.2818+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+24 0.405E-04 0 .8328-03
0 . 49 0E -02 0 .2 I 3E+24 0 .28 IE+25 0 . 4 I 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 40 6E- 0 4 0. 8 3 3 E- 0 3
0. 500E- 02 0.21 3E+24 0.28 IE+25 0 . 4l2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 407 E-0 4 0. 8 3 3 E- 03
0. 5 1 0E-02 0.21 3E+24 0.28 IE+25 0. 4l2E+23 0.63 5E+24 0. 407 E-0 4 0. 8 3 4E-03



0.5208-02 0.2 I 4E+24 0.28 1E+25 0.4128+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 408E-04 0. 8 3 4E-0 3
0. 5 3 0E-02 0.21 4E+24 0 .28 IE+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 409E-0 4 0. 8 3 5 E-03
0.5 4AE-02 0 .2 I 4E+24 0.28 1E+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 4 I 0E-04 0. 8 3 5 E-0 3
0. 5 5 0E- 02 0 .2 I 4E+24 0 .28 1E+25 0 . 4l2E+23 0.63 5E+24 0. 41 1E-0 4 0. 8 3 6E-03
0. 5 60E -02 0.2 I 4E+24 0 .28 lE+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0 . 41 2E -0 4 0. 8 3 6E-03
0.57 0E-02 0.21 4E+24 0.28 lE+25 0.4128+23 0.63 5E+24 0.412F-04 0.837E-03
0. 5 8 0E- 0 2 0.2 | 4E+24 0.28 lE+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0 . 4138-0 4 0. 8 3 7 E- 0 3

0. 5 90E-02 0 .2 1 4E+24 0.28 1E+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0. 41 4E-0 4 0. 8 3 8 E-03
0. 6008- 02 0.2 I 4E+24 0.28 lE+25 0. 4t 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0 . 41 5E-0 4 0. 8 3 9E-03
0. 6 1 0E-02 0.21 4E+24 0.28 tE+25 0 . 4I2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 41 6E -0 4 0. 8 3 9E-03
0.6208-02 0.21 4E+24 0.28 lE+25 0.412F+23 0.6358+24 0.4IlE-0 4 0.840E-03
0.6308-02 0.2 I 5E+24 0 .28 1E+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 417 F-0 4 0. 8 4 I E-0 3
0.6 408-02 0.2 t 5E+24 0 .28 lE+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 4 I 8 E-0 4 0. I 4 I E- 03
0. 65 0E- 0 2 0 .21 5E+2 4 0 .28 lE+25 0 . 4t2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0 . 4l gE-} 4 0 .8 428-03
0. 6 608-02 0 .2 | 5E+24 0 .28 1E+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 4208-0 4 0. 8 43 E- 0 3

0.67 0E -02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 IE+25 0 . 4t 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0. 42tE -0 4 0. 8 43 E-0 3
0. 68 0E-02 0.2 1 5E+2 4 0.28 1E+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 4228-0 4 0. 8 448- 03
0.6908-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 tE+25 0.4128+23 0.63 5E+24 0.4228-040.845E-03
0.7 008-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 tE+25 0.4t28+23 0.63 5E+24 0.4238-0 4 0.845E-03
0.7 t 0E -02 0 .2t 5E+24 0 .28 1E+25 0. 4t 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0 . 4248-0 4 0. 8 46E- 03
0.7 208-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0.41 2E+23 0.6358+24 0.4258-040.847E-03
0.7 308-02 0 .21 5E+24 0 .28 1E+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 4268-0 4 0. 8 47 E-0 3
0.7 408 -02 0.2 I 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0. 4 L 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0 . 427 E-0 4 0. 8 48 E- 03
0. 75 0E-02 0 .2t 5E+24 0 .28 tE+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0.63 5E+24 0. 4288-0 4 0. 8 49E-03
0 .7 608 -02 0 .2 I 5F+2 4 0 .28 tE+25 0 . 4 t 2E+23 0 . 63 5E+2 4 0 . 4288 - 0 4 0. 8 5 0E- 0 3

0.7 7 0E-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0.4128+23 0.63 5E+24 0.4298-0 4 0.850E-03
0.7 808 -02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 tE+25 0. 4t 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 43 0E-04 0. 8 5 I E- 03
0.1 908-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 IE+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+24 0.43 IE-040.852E-03
0. 8 00E-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 1E+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0 . 4328-0 4 0. 8 5 2E- 03
0. 8 1 0E-02 0.2r 5E+24 0.28 tE+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0. 4338-0 4 0. 8 5 3 E-03
0. 8 20E-02 0.2 I 5E+24 0.28 1E+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 433F-0 4 0. 8 5 4E-03
0. 8 3 0E- 02 0.2 | 5E+24 0.28 rE+25 0. 4I2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0 . 43 4E-0 4 0. 8 5 5 E- 03
0. 8 40E-02 0.2 | 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0. 4 l2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 43 5E-0 4 0. 8 5 5 E-0 3
0. 8 50E- 02 0.2 t 5E+24 0.28 1E+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 43 6E-0 4 0. 8 5 6E- 03
0. 8 60E-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0. 4l2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0 . 437 E-0 4 0. 8 5 7E-0 3

0. 870E-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 TE+25 0 . 4128+23 0 .63 5E+24 0. 43 8E- 04 0. 8 5 7E-03
0. 8 8 0E-02 0.2 | 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .63 5F+2 4 0 . 4398-0 4 0. 8 5 8 E-03
0. 8 90E-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 1E+25 0. 41 2E+23 0.63 5E+24 0. 4398-0 4 0. 8 5 9E-0 3

0.900E-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+24 O.4408-040.859E-03
0.9 I0E-02 0.2158+24 0.28 IE+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+24 0.44t8-04 0.860E-03
0.9208 - 02 0 .2 1 5E+2 4 0 .28 1E+25 0 . 4 | 2E+23 0 .63 5E+2 4 0 . 4428- 0 4 0. 8 6 1 E- 0 3
0.9308-02 0.2158+24 0.28 IE+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+24 0.4438-040.862E-03
0.9 ÆE-02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 1E+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+24 0. 4 4 4E-04 0.8628-03
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0. 95 0E-02 0.2 1 5E+24 0.28 IE+25 0. 41 2E+23 0 .63 5E+24 0 . 4458-0 4 0. 8 6 3 E-03
0.9608-02 0.2158+24 0.28 1E+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+24 0.4468-0 40.864E-03
0.97 0E-02 0.2158+24 0.28 lE+25 0.4128+23 0.6358+24 0.4468-0 40.864E-03
0. 98 0E- 02 0.21 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0 .63 5F+2 4 0. 447 E -0 4 0. 8 65E- 0 3

0.9908-02 0.2158+24 0.28 lE+25 0.4128+23 0.63 5E+24 0.4488-0 40.866E-03
0. 1 008- 0 1 0.21 5E+24 0.28 lE+25 0 . 41 2E+23 0.63 5E+24 0. 4498-0 4 0. 8 67E- 0 3
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